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Kompass App for Salesforce
For any business, finding new customer leads and keeping data on your CRM updated is
an everyday challenge, but these responsibilities can be effortlessly integrated into daily
workflows by using the Kompass App for Salesforce. There is no need to go elsewhere
with this ready to use data search tool, directly accessible from your Salesforce CRM.
Using the Kompass App for Salesforce you will have instant access to more than 33m B2B
companies. These can be targeted using multiple search filters including company
name, size, location, activity & contact phone numbers. Save time on prospect research
& data entry by importing new leads & up-to-date company data directly into your CRM.
With data from 70 countries, locally sourced through dedicated data integrity teams in
each country, we have a real understanding of every local market and can guarantee
that our data meets compliance regulations in every region.

READY TO USE
PLUG & PLAY APP

UNLIMITED COMPANY
SEARCHES

REAL TIME
DATA UPDATES

CONNECT, ACCESS & UPLOAD KOMPASS DATA DIRECTLY INTO SALEFORCE
Flexible 24/7 online access with targeted activity searching to help you find
specific types of company. Create customised sales & marketing lists. CRM
data imports include detailed company and contact information.
Straightforward company wide
deployment for all your existing
Salesforce users.
Save time and reduce data entry
inaccuracies with direct CRM data
imports.

WHAT MAKES THE KOMPASS APP DIFFERENT ?
Access more than 35 million executive
contacts. Search and target specific
markets locally or abroad

Flexible data license subscriptions
available for the UK, multi-country
or worldwide
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Focus your searches on specific sectors by
using the 55k uniquely detailed product &
service classifications

any questions about using the app

Kompass App Features

SEARCH

With this user friendly data search tool
you can combine multiple filters to
create targeted searches.

VIEW

View detailed company profiles which
include contact details, key figures,
activities & senior contacts.

LIST

Search & view detailed company lists.
Import new prospects or update preexisting company data on your CRM.

IMPORT

Lead generation is made simple to
manage with seamless data uploads
directly into Salesforce.

Kompass App for Salesforce
the all-in-one data solution
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